SMART PHONES/ANDROID
MAR KE T O P P O R T UNI T Y P R O F I L E | J A PA N
MA RK E T OV E RV IE W

Japan has been at the forefront of mobile technology
development and has made the mobile phone (“keitai denwa”)
a ubiquitous device for nearly every man, woman and child
in the country. Japan embraced enhanced tools for mobile
phones, such as GPS, email and even e-money services years
before smartphones came on the scene. As such, smartphones
are a different, but not entirely new proposition for Japan’s
mobile market, and are fairly consistent with the general trend
of mobile device use in the country. Although developments in
smartphone technologies and software are still in their infancy
in this market (especially as compared to North American or
European markets, which were hungry for something more
than a simple cell phone), Japan is not far behind due to its rich
history of mobile technology advancement and high consumer
adoption rates of mobile technologies.
A few niche opportunities exist in Japan for foreign providers of
smartphone applications, which will require technical maturity,
strategic partnerships and a commitment to relationship building.
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Based on a joint MCPC and Impress R&D survey, there were
approximately 4.97 million smartphone contracts (3.8 million
individual and 1.17 million corporate) in Japan at the end of
March 2010. Thanks to the availability of new smartphone models
(in particular iPhone 4 and Android platform phones) as well as
easier email transition from keitai to smartphones, those numbers
were expected to increase to 8.1 million contracts by the end
of March 2011, an increase of 63 per cent in one year. Although
relatively small given the total number of mobile subscribers
(approximately 120 million), smartphone penetration is expected
to continue at a rapid pace and reach 47.12 million contracts by
the end of March 2016.
Competition in the smartphone market is continuing to grow,
with Japanese and foreign companies all vying for future market
share. The big foreign names include the Apple iPhone and
Samsung’s GALAXY while Japanese manufacturers include
Sony Ericsson Xperia, Sharp, Toshiba, Fujitsu, NEC CASIO Mobile
Communications and Panasonic.
Tablet devices are also gaining recognition in Japan and
according to MCPC, approximately five per cent of the Japanese

population currently use a tablet (four per cent for personal use,
one per cent for work). Seven percent of Japanese companies
have adopted tablet devices only six months after their
introduction (a far quicker adoption rate than smartphones,
which took four years to reach the same numbers), and estimates
for further adoption at the corporate level are quite optimistic.

OPP O RTU N IT IES

iPhones, Android phones and the (soon to be launched)
Windows 7 phone are all vying for market share in Japan.
Although most Japanese consumers have remained committed
to their keitai devices, many will be swayed by new experiences
that can only be possible through a smartphone platform.
There are three major mobile carriers in Japan: NTT Docomo,
au (KDDI) and Softbank, with 57.3 million, 32.6 million and 24.6
million mobile subscribers, respectively. At present, only Softbank
offers the iPhone, leaving KDDI and Docomo competing for
market share through other platforms. Each carrier operates an
app store – NTT Docomo’s Market, au one Market (KDDI) and
SoftBank Pickup. Although carriers tend to have access to wider
audiences through their subscriptions, they impose certain
restrictions on developers wishing to launch apps through such
stores and the screening process can delay the launch of an app
by a few days or even a few weeks. There are also non-carrier
app stores including those offered by Internet providers such as
NEC Biglobe, NTT’s Applico and independent app libraries such
as Androapp and giveApp. Other Android app marketplaces are
expected to launch later in 2011.
The most popular smartphone apps are currently those that
increase phone functionality, such as digital wallets, ringtones,
GPS/navis, Internet browsers, photo enhancing apps, music
libraries and phone books. Corporate/brand tie-in apps, which
are popular in North America have not yet taken hold in Japan.
Given the relatively swift uptake of tablet devices by the
corporate world, business related apps, including accounting,
productivity and communications, may realize many future
opportunities in the Japanese market.
Overall, opportunities exist in Japan for innovative and novel
solutions that have not yet been explored by the domestic
developer community, which despite its strong technical
expertise, may not have a broad view of new business models,
in particular for the smartphone environment. As such, B.C.
companies, especially those with a strong background in
smartphone app development, may find opportunities in Japan,
in particular to assist the market transition from a sophisticated
keitai environment to a multi-faceted smartphone world.
Furthermore, the next generation of smartphone technology
in Japan (as in other parts of the globe) will be looking to cloud
computing. Companies that are able to offer expertise and
operational solutions may find good prospects in this market.
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R EG U L ATO RY / COMPETI TIVE
ENVI RO NMENT
The Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC)
promotes systems for information and communications including
mobile telecommunication. MIC has also set measures to promote
further competition in the telecommunication market and to
protect user benefits. Pursuant to the MIC’s guidelines on SIM lock
removal, major carriers NTT Docomo and SoftBank are scheduled
to release SIM lock-free options in April 2011.
The Commerce and Information Policy Bureau in the Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry has a Media and Content Industry
Division, which enforces the Content Industry Promotion Law
adopted in 2004 and the Act on the Prohibition of Unauthorized
Computer Access.
The Agency for Cultural Affairs, within the Ministry of Education,
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, is responsible for
promoting culture and international cultural exchange in Japan.
It enforces the Fundamental Law for the Promotion of Culture
and the Arts, which is Japan’s enabling legislation affecting the
production and sales of digital entertainment products and
services. The Commerce and Information Policy Bureau in the
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry is also relevant for the
digital entertainment sector. In particular, the Media and Content
Industry Division within the bureau is concerned with promotion
of “the content industry” including animation, film and games.
In 2008, the Act on Development of an Environment that
Provides Safe and Secure Internet Use for Young People was
passed into law (in effect since June 1 2009) and includes
guidelines for state and local public entities to reduce harmful
content to young people, including through the use of filtering
technologies and educational campaigns. The private sector is
encouraged to promote such safety through voluntary measures.

MA R K ET ENTRY S TR ATEGY

B.C.-based firms with cutting edge digital content may find
the mobile content sector in Japan more accessible than other
new media sectors, as consumers are constantly seeking new
products to try. Depending on the strategy pursued, access
to the Japanese market may require long-term relationship
building and significant investment of time and resources, before
commercial rewards are realized.
Developers with well-established apps in other markets may
choose to expand to Japan through localization of their content
(some apps in Japan can be found in English but most users
prefer to use Japanese-language apps). Once built, however,
it may not be enough to simply make the app available in one
of the Japanese app stores. To bring the app to the attention of
consumers, and more importantly, to secure advertising tie-ins, the
services of a promotions/advertising agency will likely be needed.

A more complicated but likely more lucrative market access
strategy would be to find prospective corporate partners for
brand tie-in (e.g., Starbucks) apps. Although very common in
North America, such apps are currently only in their infancy in
Japan, largely due to the reluctance of Japanese firms to invest
their limited advertising budgets into smartphone apps. This
prospective opportunity will require a good understanding of
Japanese consumer behaviour and a commitment to long-term
business relationship development.
To capitalize on almost any opportunity in this market, B.C.
companies would be well suited to find a local partner who
can act as a bridge for technology, business and language
interactions.

K E Y CO NTAC TS

British Columbia Trade and Investment
Representative Office
Tokyo Bankers Club Bldg.
1-3-1 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 100-0005, Japan
Tel: +81(3) 3216-7180
Email: japan@britishcolumbia.ca
trade.britishcolumbia.ca
Contact: Managing Director
Embassy of Canada in Japan
7-3-38 Akasaka, Minato-ku
Tokyo 107-8503, Japan
Tel: + 81(3) 5412-6200
Email: jpn.commerce@international.gc.ca
www.japan.gc.ca
Asia Pacific Business Centre, Vancouver
Suite 288 - 800 Hornby Street
Vancouver B.C. V6Z 2C5
Tel: 1-603-660-9727
Email: asia.pacific@gov.bc.ca
www.tted.gov.bc.ca/APTI/Pages/AsiaPacificBusinessCentre.aspx
Foreign Affairs and International Trade Canada – Pacific
Region
Suite 2000 - 300 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 6E1
Tel: 604-666-7633
Fax: 604-666-0954
Email: vncvr.icci-icic@international.gc.ca
Mobile Computing Promotion Consortium
Hasegawa Green Building 2F, 3-5-12 Shibakoen, Minato-ku, Tokyo
105-0011, Japan
Tel: 03-5401-1935
www.mcpc-jp.org/index.htm
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LI NK S A ND R EF ER ENCES

•

Mobile Content Forum (voluntary association,
promoting mobile industry) http://www.mcf.to/mcf.		
html

•

Android Association of Japan http://www.androidgroup.jp/

•

Open Embedded Software Foundation (organization
working on standardization issues) http://www.oesf.jp/
en/modules/news/index.php?page=article&storyid=71

•

Mobile Computing Promotion Consortium http://www.
mcpc-jp.org/index_e.htm

•

Telecommunications Carriers Association http://www.
tca.or.jp/english/about_us/greeting.html

•

MCPC. Smartphone Trend and Evolution in
Japan, September 2010. http://www.mcpc-jp.org/		
english/pdf/20110128_e.pdf

•

Top smartphone sales http://wirelesswatch.
jp/2011/01/23/smartphones-top-sales-in-japan/
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*If you are having trouble using this form click here to rate online
*Please note, if you are using Safari, to rate this document, please right
click on the PDF lInk, and download to your hard drive
DISCLAIMER:
This report has been prepared for the Government of British
Columbia, Canada based on primary and secondary sources
of information. Readers should take note that neither the
author nor the Government of British Columbia guarantee the
accuracy of any of the information contained in this report, nor
does it necessarily endorse the organizations mentioned within.
Readers should independently verify the accuracy and reliability
of the information before making any decisions related to their
business.
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